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A parabolic equation with hysteresis nonlinearity is studied. It is the purpose of
this article to investigate the asymptotic behavior of the solution as t ª `. A
1 .semigroup approach is used to show stability in L V . Although this approach
gives us slightly weaker results than known theorems in the case the hysteresis
operator is the generalized play, it enables us to get stability results also for the
Prandtl]Ishlinskii operator of play type and for some discontinuous hysteresis
operators. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The mathematical study of hysteresis phenomena is relatively new. It
w xwas only in the 1970s that M. A. Krasnosel'skii and A. V. Pokrovskii 3
initiated a systematic study of hysteresis operators.
There are two main areas of research; the first one consists mainly of
studying different models of hysteresis and their properties. The other one
is more closely related to applications, which are numerous}ferromag-
netism, plasticity, undercooling, and superheating effects, to mention a
few, and consists of studying partial differential equations involving hys-
teresis operators of different types.
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Falling into the second area, this article considers the following evolu-
 . Ntion problem on Q s V = 0, ` , where V ; R , N G 1, V bounded,
­ u ­ w
q y Du s f x , t , in Q, 1.1 .  .
­ t ­ t
w x , t s F u ?, x ; w x t , x , t g Q, 1.2 .  .  .  .  .  . .0
u s 0, on ­ V = 0, ` , 1.3 .  .
u 0, ? s u x , in V . 1.4 .  .  .0
Here w represents a hysteresis operator, which we consider to be either a
possibly discontinuous generalized play or a possibly discontinuous gener-
alized Prandtl]Ishlinskii operator of play type, which includes some cases
of possibly discontinuous Preisach operators.
 .  .Existence and uniqueness for 1.1 ] 1.4 have already been proven
w xunder reasonable hypotheses, see e.g., Visintin's book 7 .
Of special interest, as far as applications are concerned, is the analysis
of the asymptotic behaviour of solutions in time. To our knowledge there
w xis so far only one article dealing with this problem, 2 . They consider the
case where F is a generalized play and their proof of asymptotic stability
relies on the special properties of this operator. In the present article, we
w xare able, using a semigroup approach combined with ideas from 6 , to
 .  .prove asymptotic stability of the solutions of 1.1 ] 1.4 , when F is a
generalized play or a generalized Prandtl]Ishlinskii operator of play type,
which is of more interest for applications. Our approach enables us to deal
with the continuous and the discontinuous case at the same time. How-
ever, as far as we know, so far there does not seem to be any result about
the asymptotic behaviour of our system for the discontinuous case.
The hysteresis operators mentioned in the previous text are defined in
Section 2, for a more detailed description and a list of their properties, see
w xVisintin's book. In Section 3 we recall a theorem of Wittbold 6 . Section 4
contains the main result of the article together with its proof. The main
result is first formulated for an equation with zero right-hand side, then
extended to the general case.
2. DEFINITIONS OF THE HYSTERESIS OPERATORS
In this section we recall the definitions of the generalized play and the
generalized Prandtl]Ishlinskii operator of play type, as used by Visintin,
w xfor more details see 7 . Let
g , g : R ª R be continuous nondecreasing functions with g F g . 2.1 .l r r l
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 .Now, given w g R, we construct the hysteresis operator E ?, w as0 0
follows. Let u be any continuous, piecewise linear function on Rq such
w x  .that u is linear on t , t for i s 1, 2, . . . . We then define w [ E u, w :iy1 i 0
Rqª R by
¡min g u 0 , max g u 0 , w , 4 4 .  . .  .l r 0
if t s 0,~w t [ . min g u t , max g u t , w t , 4 4 .  .  . .  .l r iy1¢ xif t g t , t , i s 1, 2, . . . . iy1 i
 .   ..   ..Note that w 0 s w only if g u 0 F w F g u 0 . However, as proved0 r 0 l
w xin Visintin 7 , Section III.2, for any continuous piecewise linear functions
q  .u , u on R , with the notation e [ E u , w , i , i s 1, 2, we have the1 2 i i 0
following inequality,
< < < < < <max e y e F max e t y e t , m max u y u , .  .1 2 1 1 2 2 M 1 2 / 5w x w xt , t t , t1 2 1 2
w x q; t , t ; R , 2.2 .1 2
where for any continuous function f : R ª R and for any constant M ) 0,
< <  .f h denotes its local modulus of continuity,M
< < < < < <w xf h [ sup f y y f y : y , y g yM , M , y y y F h , 4 .  .  .M 1 2 1 2 1 2
;h ) 0, 2.3 .
< < < <m h [ max g h , g h , ;h , M ) 0, 2.4 4 .  .  .  .M MM l r
and
< < qM [ max u t : t g R , i s 1, 2 . 2.5 4 .  .i
 .  .Hence E ?, w has a unique continuous extension, denoted by E ?, w0 0
 q.again, to an operator mapping C R into itself. This operator is called a
generalized play.
To define the generalized Prandtl]Ishlinskii operator of play type, let us
 .assume that we are given a measure space P, A, m , where m is a finite
 .Borel measure. For m-almost any r g P, let g , g be a pair of functionsr l r r
 .R ª R, satisfying 2.1 , and for each r g P let w g R, be a given initialr0
 .value. Let E ?, w be the generalized play operator corresponding to ther r 0
 .couple g , g . Then the operator defined asr l r r
Ä  4E u , w s E u , w dm r .Ä Ä . . Hm r 0 r r 0rgP
P
is a generalized Prandtl]Ishlinskii operator of play type.
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3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
w xIn this section we state the theorem from 6 which inspired this article.
For completeness we will also include the proof because of some misprints
in the original.
 w x.THEOREM 1 Wittbold 6 . Let A be an m- and a T-accreti¨ e operator in
1 .L V , i.e.,
R I q l A s L1 V , ;l G 0, 3.1 .  .  .
and
q qA A 15 5 5 5J u y J u F u y u , ;l G 0, u , u g L V , 3.2 .  .  .Ä Ä Ä . 1 1l l
where
y1AJ u s I q l A u , and R denotes the range. 3.3 .  .l
y1  4Suppose that A 0 s 0 and let u g D A . Then the following holds: If .0
there exist a stationary subsolution and a stationary supersolution of
u q Au 2 0, u 0 s u , 3.4 .  .t 0
1 .  . 5  .5in L V , then the solution u of 3.4 is stable, i.e., u x, t ª 0 as t ª `.1
 .DEFINITION. A stationary supersolution of 3.4 is defined to be a
1 .function ¨ g L V satisfying
u F ¨ , a.e. on V , 3.5 .0
and
y1I q l A ¨ F ¨ , a.e. on V , ;l ) 0. 3.6 .  .
 .A stationary subsolution of 3.4 is defined in the same way with reversed
inequalities.
 .  .Remark. Note that if ¨ g D A and if A is single valued, then 3.5
 .and 3.6 are equivalent to
¨ G u , a.e. on V , 3.7 .0
A¨ G 0, a.e. on V . 3.8 .
 .  .  .Also note that if A is an accretive operator, 3.7 and 3.8 imply 3.5 and
 .3.6 .
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Proof of the Theorem. Without loss of generality we may assume that
 .u G 0. Let ¨ be a supersolution of 3.4 corresponding to u g D A . .0 0
We will first show that we can also always assume that ¨ g D A . The .
resolvent identity,
y1 y1y1 y1Ä Ä ÄlI q A y mI q A s m y l mI q A lI q A .  . .  .Ä Ä Ä .
gives us
l y my1 y1 y1 y1
l I q l A y m I q m A s lm I q l A I q m A , .  .  .  . /lm
Äwhere we used the notation l s 1rl, m s 1rm, thusÄ
m l y m
A A AJ ¨ s J ¨ q J ¨ , ;l, m ) 0. 3.9 .l m l /l l
The T-accretivity of A implies that J A is order preserving, i.e., u F ¨ «l
J Au F J A¨ . This is true because of the following: Suppose u F ¨ , thenl l
 .qu y ¨ F 0, so u y ¨ s 0. From the T-accretivity of A we get
qA A5 5J u y J ¨ F 0, . 1l l
which implies
qA AJ u y J ¨ s 0, .l l
thus,
J Au F J A¨ .l l
Because ¨ is a stationary supersolution, we have J A¨ F ¨ . Therefore forl
l ) m ) 0 we get
l y m l y m
AJ ¨ F ¨ ,ll l
m l y m l y m m
A¨ q J ¨ F ¨ q ¨ s ¨ ,ll l l l
 . A Aand 3.9 gives us now that J ¨ F J ¨ F ¨ for l ) m ) 0 as ¨l m
is a supersolution. Hence, by the dominated convergence theorem,
A5 5 qw s ? y lim J ¨ exists and w g D A . .1 lª 0 l
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We will show that w is also a supersolution. The order preservation
 .property and 3.9 also give us
m l y m m l y m
A A A A A A A AJ ¨ s J ¨ q J ¨ G J J ¨ q J ¨ s J J ¨ ,l m l m l l m l /  /l l l l
a.e. on V , ;l, m ) 0. 3.10 .
Passing to the limit in the last inequality with l ª 0q yields w G J A w.m
A A  .Moreover u F ¨ implies J u F J ¨ for any l ) 0 order preservation .0 l 0 l
A5 5  w xqHowever, as ? y lim J u s u because u g D A , see e.g., 5 , .1 lª 0 l 0 0 0
.p. 71 , a passage to the limit in the inequality shows us that u F w and0
therefore w is also a supersolution.
As a consequence we may assume without loss of generality that ¨
 .g D A , so we may consider the solution of 3.4 corresponding to the .
A .initial value ¨ , i.e., S . ¨ , the semigroup motion through ¨ .
 .  .We have, using 3.9 , 3.4 , and the order preservation property, the
following estimate,
m l y mn nny1 ny1A A A A A AJ ¨ s J J ¨ s J J ¨ q J ¨ .  .  .  . /l l l m l l /l l
m l y mn n nA A A A AG J J ¨ q J ¨ s J J ¨ , .  .  . /m l l m l /l l
a.e. on V , ;m , l ) 0, n g N.
Applying this estimate with l s trn and passing to the limit with n ª `
yields
S A t ¨ G J A S A t ¨ , a.e. on V , ; t ) 0, m ) 0. .  . .m
If we iterate this last inequality n times, we obtain for m s srn,
n
A A AS t ¨ G J S t ¨ , a.e. on V , ; t , s ) 0, .  . .sr n
and thus, in the limit as n ª `,
S A t ¨ G S A s S A t ¨ s S A t q s ¨ , a.e. on V , ; t , s ) 0. 3.11 .  .  .  .  .
Furthermore, because J A is order preserving, ¨ G u G 0 actually impliesl 0
J A¨ G J Au G J A0. If we iterate this n times and if we evaluate atl l 0 l
l s trn, t ) 0, we obtain
n n n
A A AJ ¨ G J u G J 0, .  .  .tr n tr n 0 tr n
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and thus as n ª `,
S A t ¨ G S A t u G S A t 0 s 0, a.e. on V , t ) 0, 3.12 .  .  .  .0
A .  .where we use the fact that S t 0 is the unique solution of 3.4 with 0
 .  .initial condition and obviously 0 is such a solution. So by 3.11 and 3.12 ,
S A t ¨ G S A t q s ¨ G 0, a.e. on V , for any t ) 0, .  .
5 5 A .and these together imply that ¨ s ? y lim S t ¨ exists. It is well1` t ª`
y1  .known that ¨ g A 0 and thus, by assumption, ¨ s 0. Also by 3.12 ,` `
0 F u t s S A t u F S A t ¨ , a.e. on V , ; t ) 0, 3.13 .  .  .  .0
5 A . 5so S t u ª 0 as t ª `, i.e., stability.10
4. A SEMIGROUP APPROACH FOR A PARTIAL
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION WITH A
HYSTERESIS TERM
Consider now the following PDE with hysteresis,
­
u q w y Du s 0, in V = 0, T s Q, 4.1 .  .  .
­ t
where V is a bounded subset of R N, and the hysteresis relation w s
 .E u, w represents a generalized play, defined in Section 2, with the only0
 .difference that 2.1 is replaced with a more general assumption,
g , g are maximal monotone possibly multivalued functions, 4.2 .  .r l
and
inf g u F sup g u , ;u g R, .  .r l
and the hysteresis relation is assumed to hold pointwise in space,
w xw x , t s E u x , ? , w x t , in 0, t , a.e. in V . 4.3 .  .  .  .  . .0
w x  .  .However, as pointed out by Visintin 7 , the system 4.1 , 4.3 is formally
equivalent to
­ u
q j y Du s 0, in Q,
­ t
­ w
y j s 0, in Q, 4.4 .
­ t
j g f u , w , in Q, .
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where
¡q` if w - inf g u , .r
qÄR if w g g u _ g u , .  .r l
0 if sup g u - w - inf g u , .  .r l~f u , w s 4.5 .  .yÄR if w g g u _ g u , .  .l r
y` if w ) sup g u , .l¢ÄR if w g g u l g u , .  .l r
Ä Äq Äyw x w x w xR [ y`, q` , R [ 0, q` , and R [ y`, 0 . We can write the Cauchy
 .problem for 4.4 coupled with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condi-
tions as
­U
q AU 2 0, in Q, 4.6 .
­ t
U 0 s U , in V , 4.7 .  .0
where
j y Duu uU s , A s AU s , j g f U l R , . /  /  5w w  /yj
and
uD A s U s ; inf g u F w F sup g u a.e. on V , .  .  .r l  /w
U g L1 V , R2 , u g W 1, 1 V , yDu g L1 V . 4.8 .  .  .  .0 5
w xWe have the following theorem, see 7 , p. 234:
 .THEOREM 2. Assume that g , g are maximal monotone, satisfy 4.2 , andl r
are affinely bounded, that is, there exist constants C , C ) 0, such that1 2
 .;¨ g R, ;z g g ¨ ,h
5 5 5 5z F C ¨ q C , h s l , r . 4.9 .  .1 2
1 2 .Then the operator A defined pre¨iously is m- and T-accreti¨ e in L V, R .
5. MAIN RESULT
In this section we first state our main theorem, the proof of which will
be very similar to the proof of Theorem 1. Before proving it, however, we
will prove two lemmas which will be needed in the proof of the theorem.
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THEOREM 3. Suppose all conditions of Theorem 2 are satisfied, i.e., the
1 2 .operator A is m- and T-accreti¨ e in L V, R ,
R I q l A s L1 V , R2 , .  .
and
q q
A A Ä Ä5 5 5 5J U y J U # F U y U #, 5.1 . . .l l
where
5 5 < < < <U # s u x q w x dx , .  . .H
V
1 2 .denotes the norm in L V, R . Suppose also that u g D A . Then there .0
 .exists w x dependent on x only, such that for the solution`
uU s  /w
of
­U
q AU s 0, 5.2 .
­ t
u0U 0 s , 5.3 .  .w /0
the following holds
5 5? y lim u x , t s 0, .1
tª`
5 5? y lim w x , t s w x . .  .1 `
tª`
LEMMA 1. In the following,
0y1A 0 s , such that inf g 0 F w x F sup g 0 . .  .  .r l 5 /w x .
u y1 .Proof. By direct computation, clearly g A 0 if and only if thew
following is satisfied,
j y Du s 0,
yj s 0,
which implies
j s 0,
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 .   ..  .   ..which is satisfied by any w x , if inf g u x F w x F sup g u x . Wer l
then must have
yDu s 0, on V ,
u s 0, on ­ V .
Obviously u s 0 is the unique solution of the preceding equation, so the
assertion follows.
` .LEMMA 2. If u g L V , there exist a stationary supersolution and a0
 .stationary subsolution of Eq. 4.6 . Moreo¨er, those can be chosen so that they
belong to D A . .
Proof. We will show the existence of a stationary supersolution. The
stationary subsolution can be found analogously. First note that by the
remark in Section 3 we can look for solutions of
j y Du G 0, a.e. on V ,
yj G 0, a.e. on V ,
u G u , a.e. on V ,0
5.4 .
w G w , a.e. on V .0
We can choose j s 0 and the second equation will be satisfied. From the
first and the third one we require
yDu G 0, a.e. on V , 5.5 .
u G u , a.e. on V . 5.6 .0
` .Because we only require u g L V such u can be easily found, in fact0
5 5 `u s u satisfiesL0
yDu s 0, a.e. on V ,
u G u , a.e. on V .0
u .  .The fourth equation in 5.4 is satisfied by any w G w . Then0 w
will be the supersolution which we seek if we choose w such that
 .  .inf g u - w - sup g u . The last assertion in the lemma is obvious.r l
` .Proof of the Main Theorem. Suppose first that u g L V . We will0
write
J AU F J AU ,l 1 l 2
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if and only if J A1U F J A1U and J A2U F J A2U wherel 1 l 2 l 1 l 2
u u1 2U s , U s ,1 2w w /  /1 2
A u , w . j y Du1uA s s . /w  /yj /A u , w .2
We will first prove that the resolvent J A is order preserving in thel
previously defined sense: Suppose U F U , i.e., u F u and w F w ,1 2 1 2 1 2
then
u y u F 0, w y w F 0,1 2 1 2
i.e.,
q q
u y u s 0, w y w s 0. .  .1 2 1 2
 .Therefore by 5.1 we have
qA A5 5J U y J U # .l 1 l 2
q qA A A A1 1 2 2< < < <s J U y J U q J U y J U dx F 0, .  .H l 1 L 2 l 1 l 2
V
from which it follows that a.e. on V we have J A iU y J A iU F 0, i s 1, 2,l 1 l 2
i.e., J AU F J AU and J A is order preserving.l 1 l 2 l
 .We may consider the solution of 5.2 corresponding to the initial value
A .V, i.e., S . V, the semigroup motion through V. We have by the resolvent
identity and the order preservation property that
m l y mn nny1 ny1A A A A A AJ V s J J V s J J V q J V .  .  .  . /l l l m l l /l l
nA AG J J V , a.e. on V , ;m , l ) 0, n g N. . /m l
Applying this estimate with l s trn and passing to the limit as n ª `
yields
S A t V G J AS A t V , a.e. on V , ; t ) 0, m ) 0. .  .m
If we iterate this last inequality n times, we obtain for m s srn,
n
A A AS t V G J S t V , a.e. on V , ; t , s ) 0, .  . .sr n
 .and thus, in the limit n ª ` ,
S A t V G S A s S A t V s S A t q s V , a.e. on V , ; t , s ) 0. 5.7 .  .  .  .  .
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Furthermore, because J A is order preserving,l
V G U G 0 implies J AV G J AU G J A0,0 l l 0 l
and also
0A A AS t V G S t U G S t 0 s G 0. 5.8 .  .  .  .0 w x / .0
 .The last estimate together with the monotonicity in 5.7 implies that
5 5 A . y1  .V s ? y lim S t exists and V g A 0. However, as 5.8 gives1` t ª` `
us,
0 F S A t U F S A t V , a.e. on V , ; t ) 0, .  .0
5 A . 5 A . A .  .it follows that S t U exists and S t u ª 0, S t w ª w x as10
 .  .t ª `, w x F w x .0
` .The statement for arbitrary u now follows from the density of L V in0
D A and from the continuous dependence on initial conditions, see .
w xTheorem IX.2.5 in 7 .
 .THEOREM 4. Consider Eq. 4.1 with a generalized Prandtl]Ishlinskii
 .operator of play type, where for m-almost any r g P, g and g fulfill 4.2 .r l r r
With the notation,
P s u g R: card g u ) 1 , m y a.e. in P , h s l , r , . 4 .rh r h
we assume that
uu 1D s U s g R = L P : are such that inf g u .  .r rw /  /w r
F w F sup g u , m y a.e. in P / B, .r r l 5
and
'A g A : m A s 0, and ;r9, r0 g P _ A , .
5.9 . if r9 / r0 then P l P s B, h s 1, r . .r9h r 0 h
Then the conclusions of the pre¨ious theorem remain true.
w xThe proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 3. By Visintin 7 , p.
 .234, the operator A under assumption 5.9 is m- and T-accretive in them
1 1 ..space L V; R = L P coupled with the norm,
5 5 < < < <U ## s u x q w x dm r dx , .  .  .H H r /
V P
 . 1 1 ..for all U s u, w g L V, R = L P .
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In order to extend the stability results in Theorems 3 and 4 to equations
with a nonzero right-hand side, we give two theorems with proofs, from
which the results immediately follow. The first one is proved for X a
 . w xHilbert space and thus A a maximal monotone operator in 4 , but we
did not find the corresponding version for arbitrary Banach space any-
where else in the literature. Even though the idea of the proof is similar,
we present it here for completeness.
 .THEOREM 5. Assume that A: D A ; X ª X, X a Banach space, is an
1 q . A .  .  .m-accreti¨ e operator and f g L R , X . Let S t : D A ª D A , t G 0
A .be the semigroup generated by A. If ; x g D A , S t x con¨erges strongly .
 .  .weakly as t ª `, then e¨ery integral solution z t of
­ z
y Az 2 f x , t .
­ t
 .con¨erges strongly weakly as t ª `.
Proof of the Theorem. Define f : Rqª X as follows,n
f t , for a.e. t g 0, nT , .  .f t s .n  0, for t G nT ,
where n g N and T ) 0 is a fixed number. For each n g N, denote by
 .z t , t G 0 the integral solution of the Cauchy problem,n
­ z t .n
t q A z t 2 f t , t ) 0, .  .  . .n n­ t
z 0 s z 0 . .  .n
 . A .  .Clearly, z t s S t z nT for all t G nT. Now, from the assumptionn n
A .  .that S t x converges strongly resp., weakly we can see that for each
n g N there exists a p g X such thatn
lim z t s p , strongly resp. weakly . 5.10 .  .  .n n
tª`
We now note that
t
5 5 5 5 5 5u t y ¨ t F u 0 y ¨ 0 q f u y g u du , 5.11 .  .  .  .  .  .  .H
0
 .  .where u t , resp., ¨ t are solutions of
­ u ­ ¨
q Au 2 f , q A¨ 2 g ,
­ t ­ t
u x , 0 s u 0 , ¨ x , 0 s ¨ 0 , .  .  .  .
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w xrespectively. This is a special case of a result from 5 , p. 42. Equation
 .5.11 implies
nT
5 5 5 5z t y z t F f s ds, ; t G 0, n ) m , 5.12 .  .  .  .Hn m
mT
 .and we get from 5.10 that
nT
5 5 5 5p y p F f s ds, n ) m. .Hn m
mT
Therefore, there exists a p g X, such that
p ª p , strongly in X . 5.13 .n
On the other hand, because z and z are integral solutions ofn
­ z ­ zn
t q A z t 2 f t , t q Az t 2 f t , .  .  .  .  .  . .n n­ t ­ t
z 0 s z 0 , z 0 s z 0 , .  .  .  .n
 .respectively, we have by 5.11 that
t
5 5 5 5z t y z t F f s ds, ; t G nT . 5.14 .  .  .  .Hn
nT
 .  .  .Now, using 5.10 , 5.13 , 5.14 , and the following decomposition,
w xz t y p s z t y z t q z t y p q p y p , .  .  .  .n n n n
 .  .we find that lim z t s p in the strong resp., weak topology. Thist ª`
completes the proof.
Note. It is then a standard result that p g Ay1 0.
 .THEOREM 6. Let f x, t be such that
lim f x , t s f in X , f x , t y f g L1 Rq, X , 5.15 .  .  .  . .` `
tª`
and let u be a solution of
­ u
q Au s f x , t , .
­ t
u x , 0 s u x , .  .0
A .where A is an m-accreti¨ e operator in X, and ; x g X, S t x con¨erges
strongly as t ª `.
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 .  .Then lim u x, t exists and lim u x, t s p q u , where u is sucht ª` t ª` ` `
that Au s f and p g Ay1 0.` `
Proof. Note that u y u satisfies the following equation,`
­
u y u q A u y u s f y f , .  .` ` `­ t
1 q .and f y f g L R , X . We can therefore apply Theorem 5, which says`
that
lim u y u s p , p g Ay1 0, in L1 V , .  .`
tª`
and the statement follows.
Applying the previous results to our hysteresis problem, we get
THEOREM 7. Suppose that all conditions of either Theorem 3 or 4 are
 .  .satisfied. Suppose also that f x, t is a gi¨ en right-hand side satisfying 5.15
1 .with X s L V . Then for the solution of
­ u ­ w
q y Du s f x , t , .
­ t ­ t
 .  .  .the following is true: lim u x, t s u x , where u x is such thatt ª` ` `
 .  . 1 .yDu x s f and lim w x, t exists in L V .` ` t ª`
Remark. All statements in this article remain true if we replace yDu
by a more general elliptic operator,
N N­ ­ u ­
Lu s y a q b u q cu , . lm l /­ x ­ x ­ xl m ll , ms1 ls1
1 `a , b g C V , c g L V and for some constant a ) 0, .  .lm l
N
2 n5 5a c c G a c , ;c g R a.e. in V , lm l m
l , ms1
 w x.with c G 0 and some coefficient condition see, e.g., 1 , which guarantees
the uniqueness of the corresponding elliptic problem with Dirichlet bound-
ary data.
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